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l 
'This invention relates generally to improved 

electric switches having novel structural char 
acteristics rendering them especially desirable 
for use in aircraft and under other similarly 
exacting conditions. 
A major object of the invention is to provide 

a switch relatively smaller and more compact 
than other switches of corresponding capacity 
and effectiveness. For this reason, I employ a 
novel spring arrangement especially designed to 
act both as a contact shifting member and as 
a means for urging the contacts into tight en~ 
gagement in circuit closing position. Prefer 
ably, the spring takes a double bowed form, a 
movable contact being carried by the spring in 
termediate its two bowed ends. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro 
vide an extremely simple switch having a mov 
able contact adapted to snap suddenly from 
one position to another irrespective of the rate at 
which the control element or handle is actuated. 
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To eifect this purpose, I employ stationary and » 
movable contacts having inter-engaging irregu 
larities acting to releasably retain the movable 
contact against displacement during the first 
part of a shifting movement and until enough 
energy has been stored in a shifting spring to re 
sult in the defined snap action. The movable 
contact may be cylindrical in form and receiv 
able within a partial cylindrical recess in one « 
or more stationary contacts. 

I also provide a novel member adapted to 
assure shifting of the movable contact upon 
movement of the control element if the spring 
fails to cause such displacement. This member 
may be U-shaped to straddle a central hub of 
the movable contact and displace that hub by 
movement in either direction. 
The invention affords a unique type of con 

tact movement resulting in effective wiping of 
the contact surfaces during the ñrst period of 
handle movement in any direction and before 
the movable contact commences its travel away 
from the stationary contact. This novel wiping 
action results from slight rotation of a cylindri 
cal contact within an engaging cylindrical re 
cess in another contact, and is caused by the 
novel spring drive. To maximize the wiping ro» 
tation, I preferably employ an additional spring 
or strap loosely carried by a main double bowed 
spring and movable relative to that bowed spring 
during the ñrst stages of shifting motion. 
The present invention may be embodied in a 

sustained contact switch or in a momentary con 
tact switch, that is, one in which the movable 
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parts return to a normal position as soon as the 
control element or handle is released. Novel 
yielding meansv are used if such momentary con 
tact is desired, these means preferably compris 
ing an H-shaped overriding spring bearing 
against the switch body to urge the movable con 
tact to normal position. 

It is often desirable, where widely varied en 
vironmental conditions are to be encountered, 
to hermetically seal the outer case of a switch in 
order to protect its mechanism against injury 
from the environment. In the present invention, 
I employ means for effecting such sealing while 
permitting complete freedom of motion of the 
operating handle or lever and the other moving 
parts. For this purpose, I disclose a flexible seal 
ing element to be secured about a control ele 
ment and to the switch housing about the pe 
riphery of an opening through which the control 
element passes. In accordance with the inven 
tion, the sealing element may take the form of 
a flexible annular diaphragm which is desirably 
retained at its inner edge between a pair of hem 
ispherical sections serving together as a toggle 
ball. It is contemplated that the diaphragm/will 
take an optimum form having such shape and 
material distribution as to minimize stress in all 
positions of the handle or control element. 
The above and further features and objects of 

the present invention will be better understood 
from the following detailed description of the 
typical embodiment illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side View of the switch with its side 
wall broken away and with a portion of the base 
broken away to disclose three of the stationary 

contacts; 
Fig. 2 is a transverse section taken on line 

2--2 of Fig. 1 and showing one portion of the 
movable contact in section and the other por 
tion in elevation; 

Fig. 3 is a section taken on line 3-3 of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 4 is a section taken on line 4-4 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken 

on line 5-«5 of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary section show 

ing the sealing diaphragm and its means of 
attachment to the switch case and operating 
mechanism; 

Fig. 7 is a schematic representation of the 
movable contact and a stationary contact show 
ing, in exaggerated form, their different radii 
of curvature; 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged elevation 
diaphragm; 

of the 
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Fig. 9 is a graphical representation of the 
optimum circumferential contour of the dia 
phragm; and 

Fig. 10 is a perspective View of one corner 
of the switch base. 
The single pole 3-position switch represented 

in the drawings comprises essentially a sub 
stantially rectangular case I9, 'a contact vand 
terminal carrying base II, and movable control 
mechanism, generally indicated at I2. The case 
is open at its lower side as seen in Figs. l through 
3, to provide an opening for reception of therbase. 
Upper wall ‘i3 of the case carries face plate I3 
suitably secured to the case as by spot welding 
at I4 and I5. 
end plate I 3 have corresponding elongated open 
ings or slots I3 and I1 extending longitudinally 
of the switch, and are deformed in opposite direc 
tions about those openings to form angularly 
disposed annular portions I9 and 20 which pro- ~ 
vide space for 4the reception of diaphragm I8 
and serve as retaining means for the movable 
mechanism later to `be described. The upper 
vsurface of the case is downwardly offset from 
the plate outwardly of portion .I9 and 2G to. 
form a narrow annular space 2| between the 
plate and case and within which the periphery 
of the diaphragm is clamped. The opposed'sur 
faces Yof plate I3 and the upper wall of the case 
vare notched at 22 within space 2! 'to assure a 
positive seal and prevent displacement of the 
diaphragm. The diaphragm is annular in con 
figuration, as seen in Fig. 8, and is retained in 
wardly by the movable mechanism in a manner 
-later to be described. Openings 23 and 24 in 
the face plate permit mounting of the switch 
on a control panel or other support. 
Base íI is molded of Vsuitable insulating ma 

terial, preferably high strength asbestos filled 
plastic. The base `presents an angularly -dis 
posed outwardly facing wedge >surface 24 of 
essentially rectangular horizontal section and 
adapted to be forced into the open lower end 
of case I@ Yagainst the inner surface of its side 
walls 21 to maintain the case >and base in as- , 
sembled relation and to provide a fluid tight 
seal between them. This seal may be augmented 
by the application of a bonding cement before 
forcing the two parts together. Peripheral ñange 
25 on the base engages the lower surface 29 of . 
the case side walls 21-with the base in assembled 

. position. As seen in Fig. l0, each of the four 
corners of the base çhas a recess 95 at its point 
of engagement lwith the ̀ case into which the 
adjacent portion of the case is peened to -fur~ 
ther assure retention of the two parts in correct 
assembled relation. 
The various stationary contacts and Aterminals 

.are Amolded into the base during its formation. 
.At one-side-of the longitudinal center linedesig 
nated by section line 3_3 in »Fig 2, threesta 
.tionary contacts .23, 29 Vand 39 are accurately 
`disposed in upwardly .facing positions (see Fig. 
l). `Each of thesecontacts presents a vpartial 
cylindrical upper contact surface SIlengageable 
by a cylindrical .movable -contact later to be 
described. >The base itself presents non-.conduct 
.ing surfaces SI between the adjacent contacts 
of the above three and beyond the Aend ones 
to form, with the contacts, a more or less con- '1 
tlnuous accurate surface having va slight recess 
at each contact. Terminals 32, 33 Vand 34 extend 
upwardly through the base to electrically engage 

and .30, respectively. At >their lower 

The upper wall'of :the case and ' 

exposed ends, these terminals ¿present 'i` 
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.tacts 28, 29 and 39 (sce Figs. 3 

4 
threaded openings 35, 36 and 31, within which 
screws 38, 39 and 49, each carrying a washer 4I, 
are threadedly received. 
At the other side of the longitudinal center 

line, a single terminal 42 electrically engages 
three stationary contacts 43, 44 and 45, corre 
sponding in configuration and location to con 

and 5). 'Thus, 
the upper partial cylindrical surfaces 90 of con 
tacts 28 and 43 are in alinement. Similarly, the 
upper surfaces of contacts Z9 and 44 and of con 
tacts Stand 45 are in alinement to permit cylin 
drical movable contact 11, later to be described, 
.to-bridge them. On its lower surface, terminal 
42 .presents opening 43, within which screw 41, 
carrying washer 48, is threadedly received. 
Thin insulating spacer 49 is molded into the 

base during its formation in depending relation 
vztosthe base, and extends longitudinally along its 
center line between the lower portions of ter 
.mínals 32, 33 and 34 on one side, and terminal 
42~ on thefother side .to prevent any direct electri 
.cal'connection betweentheseterminals. >At the 
top of the base, insulating guide 50 having a 
bottom 92 and a pair of U-shaped side walls 93, 
is retained in upstanding position between .con 
tacts 23, 29 and .30.and the upper ends of their 
associated terminals at oneside, andcontacts 43, 
44 -and 45 and terminal 42. The plastic base is 
recessed at 5I forthe reception ofguide 50. vAt 
each end beyond,the-stationarycontacta .the base 
presents a pair of substantially horizontal up 
wardly facing shoulders 52,.one to either side of 
guide 5I). 
As shown in exaggerated form .in Fig. 7, the 

common radius of curvature ofthe partial cylin 
drical surfaces '9u on the faces of the outer sur 
faces of the stationary contacts is somewhat 
larger than that of theouter surfaces Vof .the mov 

„i able contact, in order to assure satisfactory elec 

w 

vjacent .its upper surface 58. 

trical engagement. The dashed lineof Fig. 7 
represents the curvature of the surfaces 90 on 
the stationary contacts. 
Movable mechanism I2 isbuilt up around npin 

5.3, which .extends upwardly through openings 
I6 and vI1 in the case and face plate. The lower 
end of this pin isknurled at 54 and molded within 
'opening'55in U-fshapedV positive action tyoke 56, 
whichis formed of suitableplastic or other insu 
lating material. Yoke 56vpresents an outwardly 
facing substantially cylindrical surface 51 ad 

As best .seen in 
Fig. 14, surface .51 has a pair of .diametrically 
opposed straight portions 59 directed toward'the 
ends of the switch. Two leaf type springs 60 and 

l BI have upper enlarged circular portions 62 and 
53, respectively, with openings of size and shape 
corresponding to the sectional configuration of 
surface 51 and are receivable >about that >sur 
face. Washer 64 has a similar opening and is 
received about surface 51 above the springs. As 
will be understood, engagement of the non-cylin 
drical portions 59 of surface 51 with the open 
ings of springs’fôß and '6I and washer 64 >serves 
to'key the springs in the illustrated positions rel 
ative to'yoke 55. 

insulating washer-155 is received about Vpin '53 
above yoke‘56 to engage its upper surface 58 and 
washer 64. Such engagement of washer 64 serves 
to rigidly retain >the two springs >against dis 
placement from'the yoke.. Toggle ball sections '66 
>and 61, have openings 9E and 91 of internal 
diameters corresponding to the external diameter 
of the pin, are lreceived vabout vthe pin >above 
washer .35. Handle 68 is lthreadedontovthe upper 
end'of the pin'at S9 :tolurgefall Aof the’partsrcar 
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ried by the pin downwardly against yoke 5’5 and 
thus form a single movable- unit including the 
handle, pin, ball sections, washer, yoke, and 
springs Bil and 6|. Upper ball section 61 has a 
slightly enlarged internal diameter at 1I extend 
ing upwardly from its bottom to form an annular 
recess within which the inner portion of the dia 
phragm is clamped to form a first fluid tight seal. 
The next adjacent outer portion of the seal is 
clamped between the opposed horizontal sur 
faces of the two ball sections to afford a second 
ñuid seal. The ball sections present comple 
mentary outer partial spherical surfaces 94 en 
gageable with the inner partial spherical surfaces 
12 of plate I3 and upper wall 13 of the case. 
Such mounting of the movable mechanism, that 
is by engagement of the ball sections with sur 
faces 12, permits pivotal movement of handle 68 
between the central full line position of Fig. 1 
and the two positions illustrated in dot-dash 
lines. 

Spring 60 presents a bowed portion 13 at either 
end, and is preloaded in the position of Fig, 3 to 
urge the free hooked ends 14 downwardly. U 
shaped strap or spring 15 has similarly hooked 
ends 16 loosely engaging ends 14 of spring 6D, and 
is thus urged downwardly also. Both spring 6i) 
and strap 15 are of such width as to permit the 
reception of their lower portions between walls 
[43 of guide 59, which thus serve to insulate the 
springs from the stationary contacts and ter 
minals (see Figs. 2 and 4). 
Movable contact 11 is carried, at its central hub 

portion 18, by strap 15. At each side of this hub 
portion, contact 11 has an enlarged diameter por 
tion 19, carrying a cylindrical contacting portion 
M. As will be understood, the movable contact 
is displaceable between three positions of bridg 
ing engagement with the various stationary con 
tacts. For instance, in the central position shown 
in the drawings, the two cylindrical portions 83 
of the movable contact engage the central sta 
tionary contacts 29 and 44 to close a circuit be 
tween these two contacts through hub portion 18. 
Similarly, the movable contact may be displaced 
to a position of bridging engagement with con 
tacts 2B and 43 or contacts 39 and 45. Pivotal 
movement of handle B8 serves to effect such dis 
placement through double spring El?. 

If it is desired that the switch be of the sus 
tained contact type, overriding spring El need not> 
be employed. That spring is to be used only in 
case the switch is intended to be of the momen 
tary action type, in which the central position 
is the normal one, and the switch automatically . 
returns to that position after release of the 
handle. Spring 6| is substantially H-shaped (see 
Fig. 4) with the previously referred to portion 63 
forming its cross piece, and presents downward 
ly curved outer extremities or legs 3l straddling 
spring 6U and insulating guide 50 and engage 
able with the four upper surfaces 52 of the base. 
Any movement of handle 68 resiliently deforms 
the two legs of spring 6| at one end of the switch 
and moves the legs at the other` end upwardly 
against the top wall of the case in a manner such 
that all four of the legs act together to urge the 
switch toward its normal central position. 
From the foregoing description, it will be evi 

dent that spring 60 carries out the dual func- ~ 
tions of urging the movable contact into tight en 
gagement with the stationary contacts in any of 
the three positions of the switch, and serving as 
a contact displacing or drive member. During 
the initial stages of handle movement between 
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6 
any two of the three positions shown in Fig. 1, 
engagement of the cylindrical movable contact 
with two corresponding stationary contactsrpre 
vents immediate displacement of the movable 
contact and stores energy within spring 60 as a 
result of its deformation by the handle. At a 
predetermined stage in the handle movement, the 
energy stored within the spring is suiîicient to 
overcome the detent action of the contacts and 
effect a sudden snap movement of the movable 
contact between positions. Such snap action 
minimizes sparking and resultant contact de 
terioration. If, for any cause, the movable con 
tact is not displaced by spring 6U, one of the in 
ner surfaces 82 of element 56 engages strap 15 to 
positively displace the movable contact in the 
desired direction. Spring 6| urges the handle 
and associated movable parts toward the centered 
position at all times, and returns the switch to 
this normal condition when the handle is re 
leased. 
Because of the novel construction of spring 60 

and its loose connection with strap 15 through 
hooked ends 14 and 16, movement of the handle 
causes rotation of the movable contact before it 
is laterally displaced. This rotation results in 
an effective contact wiping action which clea?s 
the surfaces of the contacts in response to each 
switch operation. Specifically, movement of the 
handle tends to lower one side of spring 6B and 
thus pivot strap 15 about the axis of the movable 
contact, and in turn to rotate that contact, An 
additional wiping action results from the lateral 
displacement of the movable contact oiî of the 
stationary contact during its snap movement be 
tween positions. 
Leads from the circuits to be controlled are 

secured to terminals 32, 33, 34 and 42 by the 
terminal screws. The switch normally closes the 
circuit between terminals 33 and 42 but breaks 
that circuit and temporarily closes another be 
tween terminals 32 and 42 or 34 and 42 when the 
handle is actuated to one of the dot-dash posi 
tions. Though I have described the invention as 
embodied in a three “on” position single pole 
switch, its novel aspects may obviously be in 
corporated in switches with other contact ar‘ 
rangements. 

Since diaphragm I8 must be deformed upon 
each movement of the switch, I form that di 
aphragm with such predetermined material dis 
tribution and shape characteristics as to mini 
mize the stress to which it will be subjected and 
consequently lengthen its active life. It is in 
tended that, for any switch embodying the in 
vention, the optimum size and shape will be cal 
culated in accordance with known mathemat 
ical methods which need not be discussed in de 
tail here. I have calculated the most desirable 
arrangement for a circular diaphragm of Athe 
type shown in the drawings with a handle throw 
(angle a of Fig. 1) of 25 degrees, and will briefly 
note the results. 
The material distribution in the diaphragm 

 must be such as to induce minimum stresses and 
good stress distribution with the handle in the 
center or either of the thrown positions. The 
shape and material distribution for optimum 
stress conditions with the handle centered dif 
fers from the shape and material distribution for 
optimum stress conditions with the switch 
thrown. The difference in these ideal material 
distributions is a function of the ratio of the in 
side clamping diameter B (see Fig. 8) to the out 
side clamping diameter C‘. As the inside diam 



vbe straight lines. 
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'eter becomes small and the ratio approaches 
zero, the material distribution difference ap 
proaches zero. 

The optimum material distribution canvbe de 
scribed by reference lto two contours, a radial 
contour and a circumferential contour. The 
radial contour is. mostappropriately taken along 
the line of action of handle 98, that is, along line 
'83 of Fig. 8, and is represented in enlarged sec 
tion by Fig. 6. The circumferential contour is 
best taken at approximately the middle of the 
unclamped diaphragm area, i. e., along line B4 
of Fig. 8. 
The optimum radial -contour along the line 

of action with the switch in one of the thrown 
positions, that is with the handle in a dot-dash 
position of Fig. 1 or Fig. 6, takes the form of a 
lsine function slightly greater than 270 degrees 
:inlength and is represented by curve 85 of Fig. 
6. The ideal ’shape in the »centered position 
would, of course, be a iiat disc, in which case the 
radial and circumferential contours »would both 

The ideal unclamped length 
of material along the line of :action to prevent 
excessive stress in any of the three positions is 
intermediate the amount Arequired to permit the 
assumption of a 270'degree sineshape :in thrown 
>position and that required to 'forma fiat disc in 
centered position. The -most .desirable value is 
.approximately the rmean of these two, and takes 
vthefullline form of Figfô in‘center position and 
thedot-dash shape in thrown position. 
The ideal circumferential contour in thrown 

. position takes the approximate form of a cosine 
curve with reverse curvature, starting from the 
line of action, and is represented-by‘ourve- 86 in 
thefgraph of Fig. 9, being the-radial angletaken 
from the line of action l83 in Fig. 8. The opti 
fmum circumferential contour for a diaphragm 
vin centered position, assuming the-use of .~a shape 
other than a -ñat disc and 'assuming that the 
diaphragm will extend in substantially a straight 
>line from sideto side, that is alonglinef-S'I of Fig. 
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.2. .-'A :switch .comp-rising .a :movable operating 
element, =a spring vhaving a pair of oppositely 
bowed portions _carried by said element for move 
ment thereby, said portions terminating outward 
ìlyfinxoppositely,disposed free ends, a substantially 
».U-.shaped -fyoke carriedby and between said free 
-ends'of the spring, a stationary contact and a 
movable contactcarried by said yoke and urged 
'by .the-*tension of said bowed spring portions into 
engagement 4with said stationary contact in one 
fposition of the switch, one of said contacts hav 
ing recess within which the other contact is 
¿partially receivable in said position of the switch 
'to releasably‘retain said/movable Contact against 
relative lateral displacement, whereby movement 
'of said Loperating element tending to laterally 
displace said movable contact eifects initial dis 

"tortion of said Ybowed portions of the spring 
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8, is a 90` degree-cosine function, represented by . 
curve 88 of Fig-9. The» optimum circumferential 
contouris approximately the mean of these two 
curves, or curve 89 of Fi,g.~9. 
I claim: 
.1. .A switch comprising a movable operating 

element, a spring having a ,pair .of oppositely 
-.bowed portions carried by said-element for move 
iment thereby, vsaid portions vterminating 'out 
-wardly in oppositely'disposed free ends, a mem 
ber loosely'carried by and between said free ends 
»of the spring, a stationary contact vand a Vmov 
able contact carried >by said member and urged 
4by the tension of said bowed spring portions into 
engagement with said stationary contact in one 
positionof the switch,- one of said contacts hav 
ing a recess within which .the other ̀ ,contact is 
partially receivable in saidposition of the switch 
utoreleasably retain said movable contactagainst 
relative lateral displacement, whereby move 
ment of said operatingelernent tending to -later 
ally displace said movable contact-effects initial 
Vdistortion of said bowed portions of the spring 
.followed by sudden movement of said movable 
contact vfrom engagement with said .stationary 
contact. 
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followed ̀ .by sudden ’movement of said movable 
contact from engagement .with said stationary 
contact. 

3. A switch comprising a movable operating 
element, a spring having a pair of oppositely 
vbowed portions carried by said element‘for move 
ment thereby, said portions terminating outward 
ly in oppositely disposed free ends, a substantial 
ly U-shaped yoke ‘carried by and between said 
free'ends of the spring, a stationary Contact, and 
va movable contact carried by said yoke and urged 
by the tension of said bowed spring portions into 
engagement with said stationary contact in one 
position of the switch, one of said contacts having 
¿a‘recess within which the other contact is par 
tially ‘receivable in said .position of the switch to 
releasably retain said movable contact against 
relative lateral displacement, whereby move 
ment of said operating element tending to later 
ally displace said movable contact effects initial 
distortion of said bowed portions of the spring 
followed by sudden movement of said movable 
contact from engagement with said stationary 
contact, said free ends ofthe spring and said U 
»shaped-yoke being connected by loosely interen 
gagedandxrelatively'movable'hooked portions. ` 
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